| Basic techniques (Elementary) | Relief printing:  
- Crayon rubbings  
- Fingerprints  
- Premade stamps/rollers prints  
- Leaf prints  
- Vegetable prints  
- Toy prints (Legos, toy car wheels, etc.)  
- Modeling clay prints  
- Styrofoam plate prints  
Monoprinting:  
- Gelli plate prints  
- String pull prints |
| Intermediate techniques (Upper Elementary and Middle School) | Relief printing:  
- Glue and aluminum foil prints  
- Styrofoam plate prints  
- Cork plate prints  
- EZ Cut plate prints  
- Carved eraser prints  
- Gyotaku  
Monoprinting:  
- Gelli plate prints  
- Tabletop monoprints  
Collagraphs:  
- Found object prints  
- Tagboard prints  
- Glue and string prints |
| Advanced techniques (High School) | Relief printing:  
- Linoprints  
- Woodblock prints  
- Reduction prints  
Monoprinting:  
- Gelli plate prints  
- Tabletop monoprints  
- Clay monoprints  
Collagraphs:  
- Found object prints  
- Tagboard prints  
- Photo templates  
Stenciling:  
- Silkscreen  
- Spray paint stencils  
Other advanced techniques:  
- Plexi-glass Intaglio  
- Packing tape transfers  
- Acetone transfers  
- Plaster prints  
- Chine Colle |